Tips on Writing a Successful Statement of Purpose

Statement of Intent: Academic Master’s & Doctoral Programs

The statement of intent, or statement of purpose, is required of academic masters and doctoral program applicants. The statement serves as your "intellectual autobiography" and should convey the range of experiences and events in your educational career thus far that have led to your interest in an academic graduate degree. Consider the content of the statement in terms of these questions: "What have I achieved academically," and "What do I want to do academically?" If you are a Ph.D. applicant, you should develop these thoughts along more discipline-specific lines, defining yourself as a productive scholar with specific interests and goals in the field. Before submitting the statement, seek constructive comments and criticism from friends and advisors. The following information should help in structuring the statement that will be read by members of a faculty admissions committee.

Opening Paragraph

Begin your statement in a direct manner and without any extended explanation about your personal, extracurricular or family background unless specifically requested to do so. State the program to which you are applying, whether you are seeking a master’s or doctorate, and in a specific sense, why you are applying to an academic Ph.D. or Master’s program. Why have you chosen to develop your interests in this particular way? What specific issues or concepts in the field are of interest or concern to you, and in what way(s) do you want to work through these issues?

Your Qualifications and Background

Speak about your experiences both inside and outside of the classroom. Please be sure to identify any affinity groups or organizations you have participated in such as McNair Scholars, Posse Scholars, College Success Foundation, or Gates Scholars. It is also important describe your experience working with diverse communities as well as how you will contribute to diversity in the field of education. Discuss any experiences during your undergraduate studies that are relevant to your research interests. Describe how your interest in the field developed and how you planned academically for your goal. Furthermore, emphasize how specific learning and professional experiences have inspired and motivated your desire for continued study and/or research. This may be expressed in the form of references to individual courses, research projects, or past occupations you have participated in. This discussion should demonstrate to the committee that you have the initiative and ability to develop ideas, the capacity to work through problems independently, and the determination to achieve your goals. Lastly, mention special skills you possess which will assist you in graduate study and research, such as laboratory techniques, computer skills, foreign language proficiency, and/or advanced quantitative and statistical expertise. When doing this, make sure to show how these skills are relevant to your research interest.
Your Academic Future

Admissions committees expect you to explain why you wish to attend their particular program. Do not just say the same thing about each graduate program to which you are applying. Committees do not appreciate such generalization, and it will not work to your advantage in the selection process. Therefore, it is important to convey evidence of your investigation of their program, its faculty and their research, and their departmental resources and facilities, though this need not be extensive. Doctoral applicants should indicate how your academic and intellectual interests form a match with the research interests of one or more faculty in the program or department. References to your visit to their campus, or your phone or “in person” conversations with faculty, staff and graduate students are appropriate, as is discussion of books and articles that have shaped your interests. Explain specifically how the department’s graduate curriculum matches your short and long term academic and career goals.

Conclusion

And finally, you should convey to the committee the strong sense that you are qualified and motivated, and that you will be successful in graduate study and research. Summarize briefly why you believe you possess the experience and skills to be admitted to their program.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT "STYLE"

• Write in a direct and straightforward manner about your qualifications. Avoid appearing contrived or gimmicky in your writing style. Use active, not passive voice. Avoid qualifiers (e.g., rather, quite, somewhat). Avoid redundancy.

• Organize your main points within specific, concise paragraphs. State a central point at the beginning of each paragraph, then flesh out that central point throughout the paragraph. Use examples where needed, bearing in mind that most statements don’t exceed two typed pages (for master’s applications) and 4-5 pages (for doctoral applications).

• Be clear and do not assume that the committee will understand everything. Explain course titles and research projects where necessary, especially if the transcript notation is not fully explanatory.

• Be honest and do not inflate your achievements, but do not underestimate your potential either.

• Remember that the statement is about you; do not philosophize about the field or write about irrelevant topics unless required to do so.

• Be positive. Explain any anomalies in your academic record, but do emphasize your strengths.

Be accurate. Type the statement and check for grammatical and spelling errors. Edit carefully!